Sandstone Volunteers Group Meeting. Bowles 9th October 2011


Present: Bob Moulton (chair), Steve Jackson. Neil Atkinson, Tim Skinner, Oliver Hill, Tony Flint, Karen Bradfield, Ella Bradfield, Gwain Theobald, Malcolm McPherson, Sarah Cullen, Brett Ashcroft, Mick Canning, Rob Naylor, Zara Bloomfield, Adrian Paisey, Geoff Pearson, Robin Mazinke, Sarah Goodman

Apologies: Graham Adcock, Mike Brains, Mike Vetterlein, Phil Loasby, Chris Boylan, Tim Daniells

1 	SVG Work this winter

Harrison’s. TS explained the problems with the Woodland Plan. It should be being resubmitted to the Forestry Commission within the next week. If approved, major SVG work would be undertaken in the new year. Action TS

	High Rocks. It was agreed that a day’s work would be set up to combine testing the bolts on Hut Boulder, cutting back some of the rhodies at the top of the crack, cutting back the growth from the sycamore stumps, and possibly doing some work on the recent rockfall. Offers had been made to help with applying Round Up/Timberoil to the sycamore stumps, but TF advised that best practice was to cut back the sycamore growth on a regular basis provided that sufficient numbers were available to do the work.
Action GA, OH to meet with the owner to agree what work would be done, and then GA to fix a date

Bulls Hollow. It was agreed that a day would be arranged to clear the undergrowth below the crag. Action GA


	Stone Farm. TS explained that the revetments in the Cat Wall area needed replacing using felled timber, which would require a consent from Natural England, and as it would detract form the work at Harrison’s it would only be done this season if we couldn’t do the work at Harrison’s. It was reported that some of the wood revetment round the oak tree opposite Undercut Wall had broken away/been burnt.


2	Matters Arising from the Sandstone Open Meeting on 15.3.11

Code of Practice etc.
	BM reported that HRMG had agreed new wording on the signs at the entrances to Harrison’s and Stone Farm that we being made up. This would include the need to wipe your feet before starting each climb and that hanging on ropes/working moves should be avoided. The wording would also make clear that the bolts should only be used for top-roping.
GP provide copies of the full Code of Practice to all who wanted them. It was suggested that a holder should be put up in the Harrison’s toilet block area so that people could help themselves to copies.

Harrison’s. 
	There was little more to be reported on the fact that the lease on the car park/toilet block would return to the Forestry Commission (FC) when it expired in November 2014. No discussions had been possible with the FC.
TS reported on the bolt placement failure above West Wall. Soon after the Open Meeting it had been confirmed that it had been caused by someone attempting to set up a slack line. BMC officer, Dan Middleton had met on site with TS, Chris Tullis, Ben Mason and Simon Fowler to investigate the failure and to discuss the bolt testing that we had been doing. DM had sent a draft report to TS, and the final report should be available by the end of the week.

High Rocks
No progress had been made as regards the access to and from the Isolated Boulder. Different views were expressed as to whether this should be dealt with formally through the BMC or informally. BM expressed the strong view that if it was to be done through the BMC it would be necessary to consult Dan Middleton before any action was taken.

Eridge Green
SJ reported on his attempts to resolve the problem with the tags that he had put on the trees above the buttresses by the car park, which had been torn off. He had been trying to contact the local Sussex Wildlife Trust volunteer to discuss the problem without success. He thought that maybe the best solution would be a sign on a post similar to the one below Sandstorm. 
Action BM to provide SJ with contact details for the SWT member responsible for Eridge, Alice Parfitt, and  SJ to contact her.

The Steve Durkin Sandstone Trust
TS and SC reported on progress. A newsletter was being prepared to raise awareness of the trust and of the importance of good practice. SJ had designed a logo, and a website was being set up.

Date of next meeting,
The Sandstone Open Meeting: Sunday 20th May, 7:30 pm.
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